
 
 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2023 
K.J. CHOI (67, -4) 

 
MODERATOR: The day pretty colorful scorecard lots of lots of birdies bogies can tell us 

about your round? 

CHOI: Long time 5-6 years ago it rolled back and shook quite a bit, sometimes in the 

back swing. In putting too, I lost the feel on a couple of shots. Today my goal on a 

couple of the pars was very good two days with the wind blowing it was very tough. One 

side the focus on putting Today they surprised me, eight birdies and three bogeys. I was 

fighting today.  

QUESTION: What are you doing to help your backswing?  

CHOI: I little more rest and stretching. Undering the body, sometimes on the top of the 

swing. I’m a little bit older. My muscles still continue to build up more practicing 

afternoon for understanding We're going and controlling Little bit practicing and putting 

and rest  

QUESTION: Let's talk about the up and down round you had today How hard is it to 

kind of stay focused when you're going up and down like that?  

CHOI: You know, it's my feel very comfortable today. I don't know why So more 
comfortable, golf course in the my shot and the wind blowing the low shot high shot. So 
many cut shots today. So many wonderful. So I'm playing well with Vijay together so 
good catching to he, he was very well on close shot so I follow him so many 
understand. More enjoyable golf course and then a little bit more short game improving 
and putting reading very well today so I continue I play I do best.  
 
QUESTION: How tough were the conditions out there?  
 
CHOI: Very difficult. Some hole in the very long and the one side of the penalty area 
and a T shot some very narrow is a very long. We continue good swing and good 
control in the ball low trajectories and the green is a little more firmer so every day so 
we practice and plan and it's softer so today some more warm bounce in the harder 
because more dry and more rolling and more harder so maybe weekend is no rain it's a 
more harder harder it's a very good control iron shot.  
 
 


